“Galilee, oh Galilee...”: Jesus and Followers in the Villages and Towns of Galilee
“You too were with Jesus the Galilean”
Matt 26:29
Jesus replied, “Let us go somewhere else—to the nearby villages—so I can preach there also. That is why I have come.” 39 So he traveled throughout Galilee, preaching in their synagogues and driving out demons.
Coping/Cooperating or Following Jesus on the Path to the Founding of a Different Kingdom

There are Those Who are Pursuing a Variety of Coping Strategies with the New Reality:

• Transfer of Lands to the Elite and enter into Leasing and Thereby Becoming:
  • Tenants
  • Slaves
  • Bandits
• Accepting the Status Quo and Trying to Avoid its most Baneful Effects

Jesus and his Followers offered the Alternative to Coping – The Assurance of the Advent of God’s Reign which would mean the Reversal of all the Dominant Values that Were Currently Destroying Their Lives at Every Level. A Call to Envision the World Differently And Act on That Vision.

• A Jewish Vision Derived From the Sacred Text:

  God is Lord, All are God’s Children, Resources God Provided are to Be Shared So that All May Live the Life Abundant – A Kingdom of God as Conceived by the Scribes and Propagated by the Prophets (to include Jesus)
Recreation of 1st Century House in Nazareth
“And Jesus said to them, ‘Follow me and I will make you fish for people.’ Immediately they left their nets and followed him.”

Matt 1:29-20
3rd/4th Century Synagogue Wall

1st Century Black Basalt Foundation
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